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In this work we investigate the influence of motor axes orienta
on the workspace volume of 3-DOF manipulators, showing t
the Delta configuration is not optimal. The configuration chara
terized bya5ArcTan~1/&!'35.26°—the inclination of each
motor axis to the horizontal plane (for the Delta robota50°),
and b560°—the rotation of each motor with respect to the v
tical axis (for the Delta robotb50°), known as the New Univer
sity of Western Australia Robot (NUWAR) is shown to be adv
tageous over the Delta configuration in terms of workspa
volume and shape. These results led to the construction of a
totype and an Australian Patent application.
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1 Introduction
Parallel robots, unlike serial, traditional ones, have the e

effector connected to the base by several kinematic chains in
allel. Research into the field of parallel robots documented in
literature dates back to the year 1938, when Pollard patented
mechanism for car painting@1#. In 1947 Mc Gough proposed
six-degree-of-freedom platform, which was later used by Stew
in his flight simulator@2#. Parallel manipulators are particularl
suited to a number of typical industrial applications and have b
of interest to various researchers over the years. In recent y
several new structures and mechanisms have been developed
variety of both established and novel applications, such as p
aging, assembly, haptic interfaces, etc.@3–8#.

Parallel manipulators possess a number of advantages w
compared to traditional serial arms. They offer generally a m
higher rigidity and smaller mobile mass than their serial coun
parts. These features allow much faster and more precise ma
lations. A catalogue of a large variety of parallel configuratio
can be found in the book by Merlet@9# and at his internet page
@10#.
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The DELTA robot@3# is an original design that arose from th
need detected in the production and manufacturing sectors
manipulators better suited to the fast execution of light-duty tas
As seen from Fig. 1, the three closed kinematic chains consis
of arms and parallel rods, are identical and actuated by three re
lute electric motors rigidly mounted on the top~robot base!, and
closed below at the common toolbase by ball joints. The com

the
eFig. 1 „a… Layout of the Delta robot; „b… dimensional param-
eters of the Delta robot
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Table 1 Dimensions of the New UWA Robot.

length of the arm from joint to joint La50.26 m
length of the forearm from joint to joint Lf50.48 m
radial distance of each motor from the centerline Db50.194 m
displacement in radial direction of the midpoint of a
revolute joint on the travelling plate, D5Db2Dtp

Dtp50.03 m

spacing of the forearms Sf50.05 m
angular limit of lateral rotation of the universal joints,
which join the arms to the forearms

f560°
348 Õ Vol. 124, JUNE 2002
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nation of the constrained motion of these three chains result
three translatory degrees of freedom for the robot tool-base.
structure is very rigid. Its lowest natural frequency is approx. 1
Hz. Capable of achieving 500 m/s2, the direct drive DELTA robot
is one of the fastest robots in the world.

This paper considers the feasibility of various layouts for thr
degree-of-freedom parallel robots, and discusses the potentia
vantages and disadvantages of different architectures. Like
Delta, the robots considered in this paper consist of three k
846
877
831
358
904
173
173
185
365
358
785
Fig. 2 New University of Western Australia Robot—NUWAR with design variables: angles aÄ35.26° and bÄ60°: „a… general view;
„b… bottom view; „c… side view; „d… NUWAR prototype

Table 2 Volume of workspace, with respect to volume of workspace of the Delta robot, aÄ0° and bÄ0°.

b

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

a

0 1.0000 0.9654 0.9027 0.8196 0.7331 0.6535 0.5808 0.5258 0.4954 0.4
10 0.9304 0.9919 1.0031 0.9692 0.9127 0.8523 0.7823 0.7323 0.6985 0.6
20 0.8165 0.9150 0.9946 1.0381 1.0300 1.0004 0.9654 0.9273 0.8981 0.8
30 0.7238 0.8488 0.9435 1.0223 1.0712 1.0804 1.0608 1.0558 1.0442 1.0

35.26 0.6992 0.8300 0.9265 1.0112 1.0581 1.0912 1.0938 1.1062 1.0873 1.0
40 0.6900 0.8162 0.9200 0.9988 1.0546 1.0873 1.1058 1.1135 1.1154 1.1
50 0.7262 0.8185 0.9104 0.9812 1.0400 1.0765 1.0958 1.1096 1.1108 1.1
60 0.8004 0.8688 0.9358 0.9938 1.0492 1.0819 1.0969 1.1142 1.1050 1.1
70 0.9050 0.9504 0.9996 1.0373 1.0692 1.0800 1.1173 1.1200 1.1273 1.1
80 1.0035 1.0296 1.0512 1.0742 1.0896 1.1131 1.1231 1.1246 1.1300 1.1
90 1.0785 1.0785 1.0785 1.0792 1.0788 1.0785 1.0785 1.0785 1.0785 1.0
Transactions of the ASME
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matic chains in parallel, which connect the base to the e
effector. It is of particular interest to determine, for given dime
sions of a manipulator, how the size and shape of the ro
workspace varies with values of two angles defining the orien
tions of the motor axes. Finding the optimal values of these
gels, from the point of view of the workspace volume, was
initial objective of this study. Based on the workspace volume a
shape analysis, a new mechanism is proposed and a proto
constructed—the New University of Western Australia Robot.

2 The Workspace of Delta-Type Manipulators—Effect
of Motor Axis Orientation

The robots analyzed in this study are variations of the De
Robot, Fig. 1. The arm/forearm assemblies are identical, and
cated symmetrically on the sides of an equilateral triangle. In
models the Z axis is perpendicular to the base plane and po
vertically up. The X and Y axes are located in the base plane, w
the X axis pointing towards motor #1. The origin is located at
point equidistant to the three motors.

The computer models of the robots were written parametric
so that different configurations can easily be analyzed. The
chanical simulation package ADAMS@11# and AutoCad/AutoLisp
@12# were used. In addition to the dimensions of each compon
two design variables—anglesa and b—are introduced:a mea-
sures the inclination of each motor to the horizontal; a posit
value rotates the motor in a clockwise direction when view
from the outside~for the Delta robota50°!, andb—rotation of
each motor with respect to the vertical~Z! axis ~for the Delta
robotb50°!. These two angles determine the orientation of ea
motor axis~i.e. the controlled revolute joint axes!, which connect
the arms to the base. As the arm is rigidly attached to its mo
axis, the anglesa andb control the orientation of the three arm
forearm assemblies. Varyinga andb angles leaves the location
of the three motors unchanged.

All dimensions have been chosen as in the DELTA-740@13#,
see Table 1.

The robot’s workspace was derived using AutoCAD. A gen
alized program was written using AutoLISP in terms of the des
variables mentioned above. For each layout~i.e. different values
of a andb!, there exist equivalent configurations, which are m
ror images, or 180° rotations of the original layout. Due to t
‘‘equivalence’’, it is only necessary to considera and b in the
range from 0 to 90 degrees.

It is also of interest to note that the motor axes are orthogona
each other whena5ArcTan(1/&)'35.26°. Also, whenb
560° motor axes become parallel to the opposite sides of the
triangle. The volumes of the workspace on one side of the b
plane were calculated fora and b between 0 to 90°, using 1
spacing between consecutive layouts. In total 9139158281 vol-
ume calculations were performed.

The results for a ten by ten grid of the design variables
shown in Table 2. The volume of the workspace varies widely
a andb change. The layouts of interest are those, which have
workspace volume greater than that of the Delta robot. The m
mum volume is about 13% larger than that of the Delta rob
There is a range of values ofa and b for which the workspace
volume is close to this maximum value. These larger worksp
volumes occur whena is in the range of 0.5b to 0.8b ~for all
values ofb!. The workspace is also large~1.08 times Delta! when
a590°. The shape of the workspace also varies widely asa and
b change.

It is evident that the Delta configuration is not optimal in term
of the workspace volume. Other feasible configurations occu
the rangea.30° andb.50° degrees.

Because the motor axes are orthogonal whena535.26° de-
grees and they are parallel to the sides of the base triangle w
b560°, this configuration—known as the New University
Western Australia Robot-NUWAR, Fig. 2—was chosen for a m
Journal of Mechanical Design
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detailed analysis. The workspace of NUWAR is 9.4% larger th
the workspace of the Delta, assuming all dimensions being
same.

Figure 3 presents workspaces of the NUWAR and Delta rob
Delta’s workspace is symmetrical with respect to the base-pla
Fig. 3c. However, only~bottom! half of this workspace can be
utilized in practice. NUWAR’s workspace is not symmetric~Fig.
3d! but the useful bottom half is larger than that of the Delta.

Close examination of the shape of the NUWAR’s workspa
~Fig. 3d! reveals that it has a larger cross section in the reg
closer to the base plane (z.20.35 m), but a smaller cross sectio
further from the base-plane (z,20.35 m), in comparison to the
workspace of the Delta, Fig. 3c. Hence, this robot would be m
suitable for applications where a larger workspace is requ
close to the base-plane, which is typically the case in the li
duty pick-and-place applications.

Fig. 3 Workspace of the NUWAR and Delta robots „manipula-
tor dimensions are listed in Table 1 …: „a… bottom view of the
Delta robot’s workspace; „b… bottom view of the NUWAR’s
workspace; „c… side view of the Delta robot’s workspace. Note
that the workspace is symmetric with respect to the base-
plane, however only bottom half is usable; „d… side view of the
NUWAR’s workspace. Note that the workspace is not symmet-
ric with respect to the base-plane; „e… base-plane section of the
Delta’s workspace, bottom view; „f … base-plane section of the
NUWAR’s workspace, bottom view.
JUNE 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 349
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3 NUWAR Prototype
The results of numerical simulations formed a basis for a c

struction of a prototype@14#. The robot~Fig. 2d! is actuated by
three high-torque BSM100B-2250 AC servomotors. The amp
ers chosen are DBSC 1110 AAAW AC Servo Drives. The cont
of the robot is executed by a PMAC-Lite four-axis controller. Th
equipment was supplied by Australian Baldor@15#.

Additional refinement in the design of NUWAR’s kinemat
arrangement was the replacement of the ball joints connecting
parallelograms to the arms and the traveling plate, by pin jo
@8,16#. This improvement allows for more robust mechanism, w
higher torsional rigidity. Also, the manufacturing of the NUWA
mechanism employing pin joints is simpler.

The maximum acceleration achievable by NUWAR’s travelli
plate, as measured by motor angular encoders and transform
the task space using the model of manipulator kinematics, is a
600 m/s2.

4 Discussion and Conclusions
This paper presents the mechanics of the New University

Western Australia Robot—optimally structured Delta-type para
robot. Maintaining all dimensions, and therefore, the size of
robot, unchanged, the influence of motor axes orientation~angles
a andb! on robot’s workspace volume and shape was researc
The results show that the configuration of the New University
Western Australia Robot—NUWAR is advantageous over
Delta configuration in terms of workspace volume. The shape
the workspace of NUWAR is beneficial for applications involvin
manipulations relatively close to the base plane.
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Optimized Kinematic Properties
for Stevenson-Type Presses
With Variable Input Speed Approach
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Traditionally, the input speed of a Stevenson-type press is c
stant. Here, we propose a novel approach by varying the in
speed of the crank to make the ram’s motion suitable for b
deep-drawing and precision-cutting. This approach uses a se
motor as the power input. By properly designing the input spe
the output motion can pass through a desired trajectory. The in
motion characteristics are planned with Bezier curves. Optimi
tion is used to improve the output characteristics. Guidelines
defining the optimization problems are discussed. Additional
mensional synthesis is also suggested for reducing the input s
variation. Design examples are given for illustration.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1456163#

1 Introduction
Stevenson-type mechanisms are widely used in presses be

of their structural simplicity for drawing process, but seldom f
cutting. The presses are driven by electric motors that run at c
stant speed. The desired output motions are achieved by dim
sional synthesis of the links. This paper presents an alterna
approach by varying the crank’s speed of the press to obtain v
ous desired output motions. With a properly controlled servom
tor, a press can be programmed to perform various processes,
cutting, forming, and drawing.

Ulas and Craggs@1# verified that the mechanical state of
material can be represented as a point on the stress-strain-s
rate surface. Dies were designed with very special and com
cated shapes to maintain the state of material along the opt
curve. However, if we can vary the input speed of the press,
required optimal drawing process can be obtained through the
of simple die shapes.

In the past years, Tesar and Matthew@2# derived the motion
equations of the follower by considering the variable speed ca
Yan et al.@3–6# contributed to improve the motion characteristi
of the follower acceleration by servo solutions. Connor et al.@7#
discussed path generation problems of a 5-bar linkage with
input link driven by a variable-speed servomotor. Herman et

1To whom all correspondence should be addressed
Contributed by the Mechanism and Robotics Committee for publication in

ASME JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN. Manuscript received Apr. 1999. Asso
ciate Editor: C. Innocenti.
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@8# used hybrid cam mechanisms to reduce the peak power o
servomotor. And, Yossifon et al.@9# produced a servomotor-drive
multi-action press. They further@10–12# used the characteristic
of a servomotor to generate a press that provides constant
during working.

The purpose of this study is to design, for Stevens
mechanisms, a general input speed trajectory and useful geom
properties that lead to desired ram motion for cutting and form
processes.

2 The System
Figure 1 shows the flow chart of the proposed system. The g

is to design a feasible variable input speed trajectory that sati
the desired output motion characteristics of the ram. Bezier cu
and optimization methods are applied for providing a satisfact
speed trajectory. And, kinematic analysis is performed for ach
ing the desired output motion characteristics. However, if
input/output results are not satisfactory, the dimensional prope
of the press can also be considered as the design variables
PID method, not discussed in this paper, can be used to contro
servomotor for driving the input link along the derived speed t
jectory.

3 Bezier Curve
Since the input link of the press is a crank undergoing a circu

rotation, we define the displacement trajectory of the crank by
nth order Bezier curveu(t), as shown in Fig. 2, with parametert
as:

u~ t !5(
i 50

n

u iBi ,n~ t !1uUDC (1)

where

Bi ,n~ t !5
n!

i ! •~n2 i !!
•t i

•~12t !n2 i tP@0,1# (2)

and uUDC represents the corresponding crank angle when
slider reaches its upper dead center att50.

u(t) belongs to@uUDC ,uUDC12p# and is a Bezier curve tha
represents the angular displacement of the input link defined
control pointsu i ’s. Parametert is regarded as the normalized tim
from 0 to 1. One of the advantages for choosing a Bezier curve

Fig. 1 System flow chart
Journal of Mechanical Design
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motion trajectory is that this curve is nth order differentiab
which guarantees smoothness of the entire motion. Hence,
angular velocityv(t) and accelerationa(t) of the input link can
be derived by continuously differentiating Eqs.~1!–~2! with re-
spect to time as:

v~ t !5
du~ t !

dt
5(

i 50

n

u i

dBi ,u~ t !

dt
(3)

a~ t !5
d2u~ t !

dt2
5(

i 50

n

u i

d2Bi ,u~ t !

dt2
(4)

where dBi ,n(t)/dt and d2Bi ,n(t)/dt2 are derivatives of Bi ,n(t)
from Eq. ~2).

The computation from input motion characteristics, Eqs.~1!,
~3!, and ~4!, to output motion characteristics is based on vec
loop approach~Hall @13#!. The ram motion trajectories such a
linear displacement, velocity, and acceleration are thus compu
not shown for short, and denoted asd(t), v(t) anda(t).

4 Optimization
The derived motion curves on the input link, Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and

~4!, contain undetermined control pointsu0 ,u1 , . . . ,un . Sinceu0
and un are the boundary conditions for crank angles in a cyc
u050 andun52p must be specified, anduUDC in Eq. ~1! makes
u~0! andu~1! equal touUDC anduUDC12p. The remaining con-
trol pointsu1 , . . . ,un21 become the design variables that are s
lected by optimization method.

The optimization is formulated as:

Minimize f A~u1 , . . . ,un21! (5)

Subject to

equality constraintshj~u1 , . . . ,un21!50 j 51, . . . ,nh
(6)

and

inequality constraintsgk~u1 , . . . ,un21!,0 k51, . . . ,ng
(7)

Fig. 2 The Stevenson-type mechanism
JUNE 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 351
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Downloaded F
where nh and ng denote the number of equality and inequal
constraints. The objective functionf A(u1 , . . . ,un21) is to im-
prove the output characteristics of the mechanism. It is usu
selected to minimize the peak acceleration, jerk, or a combina
of both of the output motion or to reduce the required torque
speed variation of the motor. If the output peak accelerationa(t)
and input speed variationDv(t) are the subjects, the objectiv
function is:

f A~u1 , . . . ,un21!5w1•
peak~a~ t !!

reference~a~ t !!
1w2

•

peak~Dv~ t !!

average~v~ t !!
0<t<1 (8)

wherew1 and w2 are weighting factors whilere f erence(a(t))
and average(v(t)) are used for normalizing. The equality an
inequality constraints are defined to meet the desired output
tion characteristics.

Guidelines for defining the constraints are:

1 Motion continuity for Bezier curves is automatically satisfi
at all points except at the boundary wheret50 andt51. Hence,
continuity at the boundary must be specified manually. Equa
constraints can be defined for this purpose as:

h1~u1, . . . ,un21!5v~0!2v~1!50 (9)

h2~u1, . . . ,un21!5a~0!2a~1!50 (10)

2 If at some instantst1 , the ram must pass through a specifi
positionS1 , an equality constraint should be defined as:

h3~u1, . . . ,un21!5u~ t1!2uud5S1
50 (11)

3 If constant velocity in a specified period for the output link
required, inequality constraints is defined as:

g1~u1, . . .un21!5E
t5tc1

t5tc2

uv~ t !2v~ tc1!udt2«,0 (12)

where « is a small number. The satisfaction of this constra
forces the output velocityv(t) during the period fromtc1 to tc2 to
be approximately a constant.

4 If a quick-return mechanism with specified time ratior is the
object of the design, an equality constraint is added as:

h4~u1, . . . ,un21!5u~ t return!2uud5Stroke50 (13)

wheret return is the time at which the ram reaches its dead poin
return, anduud5Stroke represents its corresponding crank angle

5 If at some instantst3 andt4 , the velocity or acceleration mus
not exceed a specified value, inequality constraints should
added as:

g2~u1, . . . ,un21!5v~ t3!2v l im it,0 (14)

g3~u1, . . . ,un21!5a~ t4!2alim it,0 (15)

Additional constraints should be defined with specific cases
applications.

Now, all information needed for optimization is derived. An
optimization method can be used to determine the design v
ables u1 ,u2 , . . . ,un21 . Substitutingu1 ,u2 , . . . ,un21 into Eq.
~3!, the desired crank’s speed trajectoryv(t) becomes:

v~ t !5(
i 50

n

u i

dBi ,u~ t !

dt
5v~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,t ! (16)
352 Õ Vol. 124, JUNE 2002
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5 Dimensional Synthesis
When designing a new press, proper dimensional synthesis

further reduce the input speed variation of the mechanism.
Stevenson’s mechanism, Fig. 2, can be divided into a 4-bar l
age and a mechanism with its slider driven by the coupler poin
the 4-bar linkage. Therefore, the motion characteristics of the
put link are greatly related to the shape of the coupler curve tra
by point P. Here, we include dimensional properties as addit
design variables and rewrite the optimization problem as:

Minimize f B~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b!
(17)

Subject to

equality constraints

hj~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b!50 (18)

and

inequality constraints

gk~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b!,0 (19)

For the mechanism to run continuously, the input link must
a crank. And, the geometric dimensions has to satisfy Gras
criteria @14# as:

g4~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b!

5~r max1r min!2~r a1r b!,0 (20)

h5~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b!5r 22r min50
(21)

where r max and r min represent the largest and the smallest li
lengths amongr 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 while r a and r b represent the othe
two link-lengths.

Moreover, it is reasonable for the slider stroke of the result
mechanism to remain the same as that of the target press. T
fore, another equality is defined as:

h6~u1 , . . . ,un21 ,r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b!

5max~d~ t !!2min~d~ t !!5Stroke (22)

In this manner, the results will not only the optimal dimensio
of the mechanism, but also the useful crank’s input speed tra
tory.

6 Examples
Design examples are provided to demonstrate the proced

for upgrading a regular Stevenson press to a multi-action one.
start from the Bliss press, whose dimensions arer 15276.08,r 2
581.16, r 35142.12, r 45243.49, r 55204.63, r 65367.30, r 75
2141.69,b50 deg,a590 deg, running at average crank speed
rpm. In what follows, we provide input speed trajectories to p
form both deep drawing and precision cutting.

Example 1: Deep Drawing Process—With Speed Trajectory
Planning Only. The task is to provide the mechanism with
useful output speed trajectory for deep drawing. The input sp
trajectory of the crank is the motion to plan. A 10th order Bez
curve, Eqs.~1!–~2! with n510, is used to represent the trajecto
of the crank displacement.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 3 Speed trajectory planning only—Input and output
speed trajectories for deep drawing

Fig. 4 Combined with dimensional synthesis for deep
drawing—Input and output speed trajectories for deep drawing
Journal of Mechanical Design
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Recall thatu050 andun52p are the boundary conditions. Th
remaining control pointsu1 , . . . ,u9 are determined through opti
mization procedure, Eqs.~8!–~10!, and the following constraint:

g1~u1 , . . . ,u9!5E
t50.25

t50.45

uv~ t !2v~0.25!udt20.5,0 (23)

By a recursive quadratic programming subroutine, CVM01, t
optimal control pointsu1 , . . . ,u9 are obtained as 45.28 deg
72.20 deg, 227.50 deg, 129.42 deg, 177.28 deg, 205.48
261.855 deg, 251.08 deg, and 314.72 deg, respectively. The
responding input and output motion characteristics are shown
Fig. 3. Note that the dotted curves, also in Figs. 4 and 5, show
motion for the same mechanism with constant input for compa
son. Therefore, by providing the input angular velocity trajecto
during the working period of the press between t50.25 and 0.45,
the output velocity remain constant for the need of deep drawi

Example 2: Deep Drawing and Precision Cutting
Processes—With Dimensional Synthesis.For precision cut-
ting, the ram speed must be slow and remain constant du
cutting. The formulation of optimization is the same as in E
ample 1 except that extra design variabl
r 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 ,r 4 ,r 5 ,r 6 ,r 7 ,a,b and extra constraints, Eqs.~11!–~14!,
~20!–~22!, are concerned. The resultingr 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4,
r 5 , r 6 , r 7 , a, b for deep drawing are 271.07, 51.16, 153.5
246.25, 301.98, 365.36,2141.72, 0 deg, 86.52 deg, an
u1 ,u2 , . . . ,u9 are 35.57 deg, 67.63 deg, 104.90 deg, 146.53 d
183.39 deg, 217.92 deg, 253.89 deg, 285.32 deg, and 324.42
respectively. As for precision cutting, the resultin
r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , r 5 , r 6 , r 7 , a, b are 262.10, 95.83, 145.13

Fig. 5 Combined with dimensional synthesis for precision
cutting—Input and output speed trajectories for precision cut-
ting
JUNE 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 353
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234.37, 160.88, 360.26,2131.38, 0 deg, 83.12 deg, an
u1 , . . . ,u9 are 34.96 deg, 70.67 deg, 100.18 deg, 154.33 d
196.60 deg, 211.93 deg, 241.58 deg, 290.80 deg, and 325.04
respectively. The corresponding motion characteristics are sh
in Figs. 4 and 5. The required ram motion can be achieved w
the input link is running at the given speed trajectory. It is notic
that the input speed variation in Fig. 4 is reduced from that in F
3 since the geometric dimensions are also considered in optim
tion.

7 Conclusions
This paper presents a concept of using a servo approach

Stevenson-type presses. The motivation is to come up with a
generation of presses that can be used for various types of p
works to upgrade an existing press. It uses a servomotor as
power input. By properly designing the input speed, the out
motion can pass through a desired trajectory. The input mo
characteristics are planned with Bezier curves containing unde
mined control points that are selected by optimization method
satisfy the design constraints and improve the performance o
system. The guidelines for transferring the design problem
the optimization problem are discussed. Additional dimensio
synthesis is also discussed to reduce input speed variation.
amples are given. The success of these examples demonstrat
practicability of this idea of multi-function presses. As long as t
servomotor can generate sufficient torque to keep the input s
along the pre-determined speed trajectory, the output motion
multi-action is then achievable.
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The design of a variable thickness piezoelectric bimorph actua
for application to minimally invasive surgery is proposed. T
actuator is discretized into five segments along its length, wh
the thicknesses of the segments are used as design variables
problem of optimizing both the force and deflection at the t
Metamodeling techniques are used to construct computation
inexpensive approximations of finite element simulations and
rapidly explore the design space and the Pareto frontier. A pro
type device and experimental verification of the analytical resu
are also discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1446866#

Keywords: Piezoelectric Bimorph, Minimally Invasive Surge
Sizing Optimization, Metamodeling

1 Introduction
A piezoelectric bimorph actuator consists of a thin pass

beam sandwiched between layers of piezoelectric ceramic m
rial ~PZT!. When opposing voltages are applied to the two c
ramic layers, a bending moment is induced in the beam~Fig. 1!
@1#. A pair of cantilevered piezoelectric bimorph actuators can
used as a simple grasping device, where the bimorph actuator
as ‘‘fingers’’ ~Fig. 2!. Similar grasping designs have been dev
oped for MEMS and robotics by Chonan et al.@2# and Seki@3#.
Bar-Cohen et al.@4# and Lumia and Shahinpoor@5# have designed
bimorph actuator grippers using electroactive polymers.

The focus in this paper is on the design of a PZT bimor
grasper for application to minimally invasive surgical~MIS! pro-
cedures. During MIS, small surgical tools and viewing equipm
are introduced into a body cavity through several 3-10 millime
incisions. MIS reduces tissue trauma and patient recovery t
compared to open surgery@6,7#; however, there is a need for im
proved dexterity and control in MIS tools@8–11#. We propose the
use of an active end-effector such as a PZT bimorph gras
where the localized actuation at the working jaws of the e
effector allows for precise control of its position.

The tip deflection and force are critical in such a design, as
jaws of the grasper must deflect to close completely while ex

Contributed by the Mechanisms & Robotics Committee for publication in
JOURNAL OF MECHANICAL DESIGN. Manuscript received December 1999. Assoc
ate Editor: J. S. Rastegar.
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ing a large force to secure tissue or a suture needle. The defle
and force are determined by the geometry of the actuator,
material properties, and the applied voltage. Since the opera
frequency is low~on the order of 1–2 Hz! in MIS applications,
only quasi-static response is considered. Using simple models
standard bimorph actuator with constant layer thicknesses,
blocked force available at the tip~force exerted with no deflec
tion!, and the free tip deflection were calculated. It was de
mined that a standard bimorph of appropriate size for MIS p
vides insufficient grasping force and tip deflection@12#. To
improve the deflection and force performance of the bimorph
tuator, a variable thickness design is proposed where the thick
of the piezoceramic layers is varied along the length. The fin
element model for the bimorph actuator is described next.

2 Finite Element Model
Finite element analysis of the bimorph actuator is perform

using ABAQUS @13# to predict the free tip deflection and th
blocked force while subjecting the actuator to a prescribed in
voltage. The actuator is modeled as composite beam with a
steel passive layer sandwiched between layers of PZT5H@14#.
The bimorph actuator is 54.0 mm long and 3.0 mm wide. The P
layers are discretized into five sections, where the thickness o
sections,t i ( i 51,...,5), are the design variables. Posing the pr
lem in terms of discrete section thicknesses rather than a con
ously varying shape limits solutions to those that are easily fa
cated from commercially available PZT ceramic material. T
finite element model consists of 1944 eight-node thr
dimensional~brick! elements with cantilever supports at the ro
nodes~Fig. 3!. Each PZT section has three elements across
height and width and 10 elements along the length. As the th
ness of the PZT sections is varied in the optimization proced
the number of elements remains constant.

In the FEA simulations, each PZT section is driven at its sa
ration voltage so that the maximum induced strain in each P

Fig. 1 PZT bimorph

Fig. 2 Bimorph grasper

Fig. 3 Finite element model of variable thickness bimorph ac-
tuator
Journal of Mechanical Design
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section can be obtained. The saturation voltage is the maxim
allowable voltage and is proportional to the thickness of the P
material. By operating each segment at its saturation voltage
voltage is varied along the length of the bimorph actuator, res
ing in dramatic improvements in the tip deflection and force co
pared to the same bimorph operated at a constant voltage.

3 Solution Approach
A metamodel-based approach is employed in this study to

multaneously maximize tip deflection and blocked force of t
bimorph actuator. Metamodeling involves the use of design
experiments@15# and metamodels~e.g., response surfaces@16#! to
sample a design space and construct inexpensive-to-run app
mations of a computationally expensive computer analysis
ABAQUS. The approximations are then used in lieu of ABAQU
to rapidly explore the design space during optimization; a deta
explanation of our approach is given in@17#.

For this study, a half-fraction central composite face-cente
~CCF! design@16# is used to sample each design variable at one
three levels: 1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, and 3.0 mm. The CCF des
allows us to sample the free deflection and blocked force of
PZT bimorph actuator at 27 points in ABAQUS to genera
enough data to build approximations for tip deflection a
blocked force. Two different types of metamodels—response
face models and kriging models—are employed to construct
proximations from this sample data. The response surface mo
used in this study are second-order polynomial models of
form:

ŷ~ t !5b01(
i 51

5

b i t i1(
i 51

5

b i i
2 t i

21(
i 51

5

(
j 51

5

b i j t i t j (1)

where ŷ(t) is the predicted response,t i are the design variables
and b i j are the coefficients used to fit the model. A comple
description of response surface modeling can be found in, e
@16#. Note that although the metamodels are constructed usin
set of points at three discrete levels, the optimization soluti
found using the metamodels need not be restricted to these
crete values.

Since response surface models are typically second-order p
nomial models, they have limited capability to accurately mo
non-linear functions of arbitrary shape. Therefore, as part of
study we are investigating kriging models as alternatives to
sponse surface models. Kriging models are interpolative appr
mations based on an exponentially weighted sum of the sam
data @18,19#. The kriging models used in this study consist
constant underlying ‘‘global’’ models combined with Gaussi
correlation functions based on the results of our previous stu
@20,21#. To ensure that both sets of approximations are sufficien
accurate for use during optimization, the metamodels are v
dated using 25 additional points from ABAQUS@12#.

4 Optimization Results
One advantage of using approximations such as response

face and kriging models is that the design space can be rap
explored to examine the tradeoff between competing design
jectives. For this example, a 55 search grid~3125 points! is used
to explore the design space and predict the Pareto frontier.
Pareto frontier can be thought of as a ‘‘trade-off curve’’ of desi
points in the performance space, beyond which it is not possibl
improve both objectives. A formal procedure for efficiently es
mating the Pareto frontier using metamodels is presented in@17#.
As seen in Fig. 4, the Pareto frontier can be readily captured u
the metamodels themselves without using any optimization o
weighted-sum of the objectives with varying weights. The krigi
model is a better predictor of force and deflection, while the
sponse surface models are poor predictors of designs with l
deflections.
JUNE 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 355
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It is evident from Fig. 4 that the Pareto frontier is not conca
indicating that a unique maximum combination of force and
flection does not exist. The maximum force solution is a th
bimorph actuator, where all the design variables are at their up
limits, while the maximum deflection solution is thin, where a
the design variables are at their lower limits. A tapered desig
selected as a compromise solution with section thicknesses o
mm, 2.0 mm, 2.0 mm, 1.0 mm, and 1.0 mm. This solution p

Fig. 5 Experimental setup

Fig. 6 Experimental data and FEA prediction
l. 124, JUNE 2002
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e,
e-
ck
per
ll
is
2.5

o-

vides sufficient force performance for the intended MIS appli
tion. The kriging models predictFblocked51.21 N and d f ree
50.0411 mm, which compare well with values obtained fro
ABAQUS ~1.16 N and 0.0413 mm, respectively!.

5 Experimental Results
A scaled prototype of the compromise design was construc

and tested in the laboratory. The free deflection was meas
using a laser vibrometer, and the blocked force was meas
using a 500 g load cell. The experimental setup is pictured in F
5, and the data is shown in Fig. 6. The ABAQUS model und
predicts the free deflection and over-predicts the blocked fo
significantly at high voltage levels. This difference between
experimental data and the FEA predictions is attributed to
presence of the epoxy bonding layer, which is not accounted fo
the finite element model.

6 Closing Remarks
A variable thickness PZT bimorph actuator design is propos

where the PZT material is discretized into five segments along
length. It is desired to maximize both the tip deflection a
blocked force of the actuator for application to minimally invasi
surgical procedures. A metamodel-based approach is employe
this work to rapidly explore the design space and identify can
date designs along the Pareto frontier. The kriging models pre
tip deflection and blocked force more accurately, particularly
the designs with high deflection and low blocked force. The p
of the Pareto frontier reveals that a unique maximum does
exist for this problem, but a compromise design is selected
provides sufficient force. A prototype of the compromise des
was constructed, and experimental testing reveals that the bon
layer may significantly affect the performance of the bimorph
tuator.
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